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Chemical Composition of Glass 
Beads from the Necropolis of 
Apollonia Pontica  
(5th–3rd Century BC)

Valentina LYUBOMIROVA / Žiga ŠMIT / Helena FAJFAR / 
Ivelin KULEFF

Abstract
This work presents the results of our analysis of glass beads from 
Apollonia Pontica (now the town of Sozopol on the Bulgarian Black 
Sea coast), obtained by PIXE (proton induced X-ray emission) and 
PIGE (proton induced gamma emission). The concentration of 25  
elements Ag, Al, Br, Ca, Cd, Cl, Co, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, Pb, 
Rb, S, Sb, Si, Sn, Sr, Ti, Y, Zn, and Zr in the earliest glass materials in 
Bulgaria, those found in the necropolis of Apollonia Pontica, are deter-
mined and discussed. The glass pieces are dated to the 5th – 3rd century 
BC. Elemental concentration data show that the glass beads belong 
to the Na2O-CaO-SiO2 or Na2O-CaO-SiO2-Al2O3-glass type. Different 
shades of blue colour in the studied samples are a result of the combi-
nation of Fe2O3, CoO, and CuO; the yellow colour is obtained by the 
combination of Fe2O3, PbO, and Sb2O3, resulting in a chemical com-
pound between lead and antimony with the composition of Pb2Sb2O7; 
and the greenish colour is due to certain amount of Fe2O3. 

It was not possible to define with certainty the sites of produc-
tion, some of which were probably either in the Middle East or in glass 
workshops on Rhodes, the products of which were common on the 
island and the neighboring area. 

Keywords: glass beads, PIXE, PIGE, Apollonia Pontica, Bulgaria.

Introduction
The first vitreous material made by man appeared in the 7th millen-
nium BC, but the presence of such material in 5th millennium BC was 
more appreciable. The glass appeared in connection with methods for 
extracting metals from the ores (Biek / Bayley 1979; Henderson 1985; 
1989; Wedepohl 2003). Organized production of glass emerges from 
the 3rd millennium BC, possibly in the Near East or Mesopotamia, al-
though the location of origin is not known. 

Glass appears on the territory of present-day Bulgaria rather later. 
The earliest glass finds excavated in Bulgaria are dated to the 6th to 5th 
c. BC and are mostly beads and vessels (Джингов 1975, 22; Kirov et al. 
2006). The number and variety of glass objects increased substantially 
during Roman and early medieval times and, naturally, most of the 
glass artifacts from these periods have been analyzed. (Brief descrip



Table 1. Description of the investigated glass-beads
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Vorbericht über die 
Untersuchungen des Wagengrabes 
in einer Kragkuppelkonstruktion 
der frühhellenistischen Zeit unter 
der Žaba Mogila (bei Strelča, 
Zentralbulgarien)

Emilian TELEAGA
unter Mitarbeit von Adrian BăLăşESCU

Die 1976-1977 von Georgi Kitov untersuchte Žaba Mogila („Frosch-
Tumulus“) enthielt in ihrem südlichen Teil eine teilweise beraubte 
Grabkonstruktion und in ihrem nordwestlichen ein Heiligtum (Taf. 
1/1). Obwohl der Tumulus ein berühmtes Denkmal Thrakiens ist, ist er 
nur durch kurze Vorberichte in der Fachliteratur bekannt (Китов 1979; 
Kitov 1978, 63-77; Китов 1977, 12-21). Aus diesen Gründen wurde 
2009, im Rahmen des Projektes „Die eisenzeitlichen Wagengräber 
SO-Europas“, das Material aufgenommen, der sehr umfangreiche, 
unpublizierte Grabungsbericht (der im Historischen Museum Strelča 
aufbewahrt wird) ausgewertet und eine professionelle Aufnahme 
der Grabkonstruktion, der Pferdeskelette und der archäologischen 
Materialien durchgeführt1.

Der Tumulus hat eine Höhe von 19.20 m, einen Durchmesser 
von 80×102 m und ein Volumen von ca. 55000 m3. Er war von einer 
Steinreihe und von einem Graben umgeben (Китов 1976/1977а, 
1-6).

Der Tumulus ist größtenteils maschinell ausgegraben 
worden, die fundreichen Stellen jedoch manuell. Mit einem 
Protonenmagnetometer sowie mit Metalldetektoren sind die Lage 
der Grabkonstruktion bestimmt und die Gegenstände lokalisiert 
worden. Der Tumulus ist sondiert und durch zusätzliche Schnitte 
ausgegraben worden, um seine Stratigraphie feststellen zu können 
(Kitov 1978, 68-75) (Taf. 1/1). Unterhalb der Humusschicht lagen in 
einigen Bereichen des Hügels mehrere Schichten; unterhalb dieser 
Schichten befanden sich eine hellbraune und eine graugelbe Schicht, 
die auf der roten Hügelbasis lagen (Taf. 1/2).

Die Grabkonstruktion wurde durch einen Horizontalschnitt 
in Höhe des Meterrisses, einen Längsschnitt durch den gesamten 
Bau (NW-SO) und Schnitte der Seitenwände der Vorkammer 
dokumentiert, alle im Maßstab 1:20 (Taf. 3-4, 5/1). Weiterhin wurden 
Ansichten und Schnitte des Portals und der Innenschwelle, Maßstab 
1:5 (Taf. 5/2, 6); Ansichten und Schnitte der Dekorteile, Maßstab 
1:1 (Taf. 7); Fotos (Taf. 8) sowie eine detaillierte Beschreibung der 
Konstruktion vorgenommen. Außerdem erfolgte eine Auswertung der 
Grabungsdokumentation.

1 Die komplette Aufnahme ist 
durch die Genehmigung Nr. 94-
00-1212/13.07.09 des bulgarischen 
Kulturministeriums ermöglicht wor-
den. Dr. A. Bălăşescu (Nationalmuseum 
der Geschichte Rumäniens, Bukarest) 
hat die Pferde paläozoologisch un-
tersucht. Die Bauaufnahme und 
die Bauteildokumentation wurde 
2009 von Dr. S. Haps (Technische 
Universität, Dortmund) durchgeführt. 
Die C14-Proben sind im Institut für 
Teilchenphysik Zürich analysiert wor-
den, die Strontium-Isotopen-Proben 
von dem Institut für Forensische 
Medizin der Universität Bern, die 
Putzproben im Römisch-Germanischen 
Zentralmuseum Mainz und die mine-
ralisierten Holzproben im Labor für 
Quartäre Hölzer Langnau (Schweiz). Ein 
Exemplar des Grabungsberichtes wird 
im Historischen Museum Strelča aufbe-
wahrt (Китов 1976/1977a; 1976/1977b; 
1976).

Mein Dank für die Unterstützung gilt 
dem Team vor Ort / Strelča (Direktorin T. 
Todorova Kičukova, V. Delova Stojanova, 
N. Kostova Takučeva, S. Savova Staneva 
und M. Ivanov Vračev) und Prof. Dr. 
D. Gergova für die Vermittlung bei der 
Aufnahmegenehmigung. Das Projekt 
ist im Auftrag des Archäologischen 
Institutes in Bukarest, des Römisch-
Germanischen Zentralmuseums in 
Mainz und des Vorgeschichtlichen 
Seminars in Marburg durchgeführt 
worden. Die Auswertung wurde von 
der Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung 
finanziert.
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Strelča, Žaba-Mogila. 1. Fotographie des südwestlichen Tumulus’ entstanden im Laufe der Ausgrabungen
des Kammergrabes, des Heiligtums und der Suchschnitte, 2. östliches Profil des Tumulus’, 3. Ursprünglicher
Sturz (1-3 aus der Grabungsdokumentation, aufbewahrt im Archiv des Historischen Museums in Strel ),ča
1-2 M ca. 1:500, 3 M ca. 1:10.

Taf. 1

3

Taf. 1. Strelča, Žaba-Mogila. Fotografie des südwestlichen Tumulus᾽ enststanden im Laufe der Ausgrabungen des Kammergrabes, 
des Heiligtums und der Suchschnitte, 2. Östliches Profil des Tumulus᾽, 3. ursprünglicher Sturz  

(1-3 aus der Grabungsdokumentation, aufbewahrt im Archiv des Historischen Museums in Strelča)
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A New Marble Statue of the Three 
Graces from Ravna  
(Timacum Minus)1

Nadežda GAVRILOVIĆ / Slobodan DRČA

Keywords: Three Graces, statues, Ravna, iconography, Antonio Canova

A marble statue of the three Graces “was found in 1932, during the 
archaeological excavations in the locality of Ravna (Timacum Minus), 
at the depth of 1.20m”2. This statue’s history from 1932 to 1959 is not 
known. Although photographic negatives confirm that it was a part 
of the permanent display of the antique collection in the National 
Museum in Niš (eastern Serbia), the statue was recorded as missing 
during the revision of the collection’s artefacts in 1959. At that time, it 
was determined that the statue is missing, and it was considered lost 
until its accidental rediscovery in 2010 in Mediana3.

The discovery of the statue and its description
Alongside very important architectural and archaeological finds (as 
triclinium B, mosaic with geometric and floral ornaments, vast trac-
es of fresco-painting etc.), this marble statue of the three Graces was 
rediscovered during the systematic archaeological excavations of the 
villa with a peristyle in Mediana in 2010. The figural group was found 
during the review of ceramic material from previous archaeological 
campaigns among fragments of ceramics from the excavations of the 
1960s4. The examination of the statue confirmed the presence of its 
Niš inventory number (inv. #41), written behind of the right knee of 
the leftmost Gratia. This discovery quickly led to the unravelling of, to 
put it mildly, the extraordinary journey of the statue.

As suggested above, very little is known about the three Graces 
statue from Ravna. In the analysis that follows, we determine the 
iconographic, chronological, and stylistic characteristics of the statue, 
and we also try to establish its possible context based on connections 
between the three Graces and deities Zeus/Jupiter and/or Aphrodite/
Venus, statues of whom were also found in Ravna. 

The three Graces statue is of white marble and presents three nude 
female figures (fig. 1, 2), shown frontally (dimensions 12 x 13 cm)5. 
The group is preserved in a fragmented state, and the heads and lower 
parts of goddesses’ legs are missing. The three Graces are shown in 
mutual embrace: the Grace in the centre hugs the goddess on the left 
with her left arm, and rests her right hand on the right shoulder of the 
Grace on her right. The left arm of the left goddess is bent at the elbow 
and laid above the chest of the central figure, while her right hand was 
probably laid on the back the middle Grace. The right arm of the right-
most Grace is also bent at the elbow and rests on the left shoulder 

1 This paper is the result of au-
thor's work on a project of Ministry of 
Education, Science and Technological 
Development of Republic of Serbia, ti-
tled “Romanisation, Urbanisation and 
Transformation of Urban centres of 
civil, military and residential character 
in Roman provinces in the territory of 
Serbia” (evidentiary #177097).

2 The information was found in the in-
ventory books of the antique collection 
of National Museum in Niš; the author 
was Aleksandar Nenadović, the curator 
and, later, director of National Museum 
of Niš.

3 In the inventory book of the antique 
collection of National Museum in Niš 
from 1959, it is stated that “the statue is 
missing,” but how the statue disappeared 
(and how it ended up among ceramic 
material in Mediana) are questions that 
remain unanswered.

4 We would like to take this opportu-
nity to express our thanks to senior cura-
tor from National Museum in Niš, Vesna 
Crnoglavac, who was not only present 
during the discovery of the Three Graces 
statue, but was also involved with most 
dedication and patience, in acquiring in-
formation about the statue, and who is, 
further, the author of the photos of the 
statue presented in this paper.

5 The dimensions of the Ravna statu-
ary group are: height (from the neck of 
the Grace in the centre to the left leg of 
the Grace on the right side) 13 cm; width 
(from the left to the right Grace) 12 cm.



Fig. 4. The Three Graces from the Louvre

Fig. 5. The Three Graces on the 
Braunschweig gem (after Sichtermann 

1986, 165, fig. 108)
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A miles agrimensor from Montana
Ilian BOYANOV

A marble altar with an inscription in Latin, discovered in the region 
of the city of Montana (Roman Montana in NW Bulgaria) and donat-
ed to the museum by Adrian Tsakinski, is kept at the Archaeological 
Museum in Montana under Inventory #2349. The dimensions of the 
monument are 0.60 х 0.33/0.29 m. The inscription consists of seven 
lines, the last one being with smaller letters. The letter height is 0.03 – 
0.04 m (lines 1-5), 0.02 m (line 6) and 0.01 m (line 7). The text reads:

I v O v M  I(ovi) O(ptimo) M(aximo)
ETNVMIN  et numini
AVG·T·CL  Aug(usti) T(itus) Cl(audius)
TIBERNS   Tiberns (Tiber<iu>s)
MIL·AGR  mil(es) agri-
MEN·LEGX  men(sor) leg(ionis) X[I]
CLPOSVIT  Cl(audiae) posuit.

Ligatures: l. 2 – NI; l. 5 – RI.

In spite of long years of archaeological study, data about the mili-
tary presence in Montana and the region in the 1st century AD are still 
inconclusive. Thus, according to B. Gerov and V. Velkov, coh. I Claudia 
Sugambrorum veterana equitata was deployed in this region  as early 
as the first decades of the 1st century AD (Gerov 1967, 103; Велков 
1971, 106). The epigraphic documents from the 1st century provide 
information about two other military units – ala I Hispanorum and 
coh. Cilicum; there is no other evidence that they camped in Montana. 
However, we have definitive evidence of the deployment of a military 
unit in Montana as late as the time of Hadrian: an inscription from 
İşikli in Phrygia dating from AD 134 mentions Montana as a prae-
sidium (Велков / Александров 1994, #151). According to M. Tacheva, 
that this cohort took part in the construction of the military camp is 
attested by the bricks that bear its stamps (Тачева 2000, 96). She also 
thinks that the transfer of Montana and the area of the lower Lom river 
to the province of Moesia inferior occurred in AD 134-136 at the latest 
(Тачева 2000, 60). The reasons for this change were probably military 
strategic objectives related to guarding the roads across the Haemus 
and what is today the Petrohan Pass. Vexillationes of legio I Italica – 
and later of XI Claudia – were deployed in Montana from the begin-
ning of the 2nd century, making Montana the most important military 
point in the western part of the province after legio V Macedonica left 
the camp in Oescus. The picture of the military units that camped in 
Montana and the region is complemented by the information men-
tioning one numerus civium Romanorum, or rather a numerus collec-
tus Regionarium (Speidel 1984, 188) in the 3rd century, as well as cohors 
Gemina Dacorum Gordiana, which camped in the 
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REVIEWS R. GLESER / M. THOMAS. Drama. Forschungen 
in einer Mikroregion, Band 1. Merdžumekja-
Südosthang. Späte Kupferzeit und früheste 
Bronzezeit: Ergebnisse siedlungsarchäologischer 
Forschungen. Verlag Dr. Rudolf Habelt GmbH. 
Bonn 2012, S. 739.

The volume under review is part of the ambitious “Drama Project”, 
Southeast Bulgaria research program. The data originates from the 
southeastern slope of the natural hill, Merdzhumekya, in the vicinity 
of the village of Drama. The area, from which the archaeological ma-
terials were recovered, is relatively small (about 1200 square meters) in 
comparison with the total area studied by the Bulgarian-German ex-
cavators. A significant advantage, however, is the fact that the assem-
blages are moderately isolated and detached, and in that mode they 
offer a relatively precise and representative section of archaeological 
materials dated back to the Late Chalcolithic period (Karanovo VI in 
Thracian nomenclature) and specifically to the time of Cernavodă III 
phenomenon. This allows for a more careful and profound study as 
well as for more valuable and reliable conclusions.

The “Drama Project” began in 1983 under the direction of such well-
established researchers as R. Hachmann, J. Lichardus, R. Katinčarov, 
А. Fol and L. Ghetov. Unfortunately, only the first and the last one of 
them are among us now. They continue to uphold the memory of the 
general functions, principles and traditions of the project, but did not 
participate in this volume as authors. The second-generation archae-
ologists, namely Fr. Bertemes, R. Echt, I. Iliev, V. Nikolov and some 
others, are also not among the authors, despite their outstanding role to 
the processing at field, of the finds and the ceramics. The main contrib-
utors to the present volume, R. Gleser and M. Thomas, therefore, had 
to rely mostly upon their own experience from the matured stage of 
the excavations and to work quite extensively with old field notebooks. 
They follow the documentation strictly most of the time; however, they 
occasionally correct it reasonably, or even interpret it with hesitation 
and mistrust. Their skepticism is particularly evident in the discussion 
of the structures, dated to the Middle Bronze Age (pp. 84-85), in the 
debate on the characteristics and the context of Cernavodă III pottery. 
Furthermore, the authors have not spared any effort in commenting 
upon the methodology of the excavations in Chapter III. This criticism, 
evident also in the comments on certain previously published general 
results and conclusions, should not be regarded as disregard for the 
other scientists’ efforts. On the contrary, it emphasizes the propriety 
and the integrity of both co-authors, and, therefore, it should be wel-
comed. For example, as it is known, there were critical remarks in the 
literature concerning both specific claims and certain methodological 
approaches, defended by J. Lichardus’ team. One of these concerns the 
lack of radiocarbon dates and some incorrect synchronization of the 
Chalcolithic materials that arose as a result of this. There was also a 
discussion on some pottery imports or ‘linear A’ or ‘B’ items. Indeed, 
radiocarbon dates are not presented in the preliminary 
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REVIEWS Sv. RAUSCH. Bilder des Nordens: Vorstellungen 
vom Norden in der griechischen Literatur von 
Homer bis zum Ende des Hellenismus. Darmstadt: 
Philipp von Zabern. 2013. – VIII, 444 pp., 9 ill., 
8° (cloth: alk. paper). ISBN 978-3-8053-4658-0 
(=Archäologie in Eurasien. Bd. 28. Eurasien-
Abteilung des Deutschen Archäologischen 
Instituts).

The book is a revision of Rausch’s PhD thesis defended at the Faculty 
of Philosophy of Kiel Christian Albrechts-Universität in 2006. It is a 
result of his research in the Graduierten Kolleg Imaginatio Borealis 
supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.

The study is an impressive volume of 444 pages, of which the main 
text occupies 208, divided into three chapters: Images of the North 
in the Greek Literature from the Beginning to the End of the 5th cent. 
BC (11-59), The 4th century BC (61-124), and The Hellenistic Period 
(125-202). The bibliography (217-245) contains both editions of texts 
of ancient authors, commentaries, and collections of fragments (217-
225) as well as numerous titles (more than 600!) of modern secondary 
literature covering a wide range of related topics from ancient geog-
raphy, astrology, and medicine to psychology, gynecology, and geol-
ogy. One of the greatest achievements of the author, however, is the bi-
lingual corpus encompassing 558 passages (247-428) excerpted from 
ancient texts, arranged chronologically, and translated into German. 
This could serve as a valuable source for the conceptions of ancient 
Greeks about the North through the end of the Hellenistic Period. 
The passages are indicated by the letter T and a number to which the  
author refers in the main text. Thus, the reader can easily keep track 
of his reasoning and conclusions. In addition, the translations are ac-
curate and largely done by the author himself.

I find that the most remarkable accomplishment of the author is 
his professional analysis of the ancient literary sources, which are dis-
cussed in terms of their history and genre and combined with sound 
reasoning, critical thought, and a polemical approach to the conven-
tional clichés about the ancient imaging of the North.

The chronological method applied in the investigation of the 
ancient texts leads to the delineation of three stages in the develop-
ment of the image of the North in the Greek literature. Unlike the  
standard views about the construction of one monolithic northern 
world in antiquity, Rausch convincingly postulates that up to the end 
of the 5th c. BC, the North existed in the Greek mind as a structure of 
three regions – the near North, the distant North, and the mythical 
North. Each of these was populated by different barbaric tribes, char-
acterized by antithetical features. For instance, the Thracians, charac-
terized by their musicality, polygamy, drinking out of horns, and the 
defeat by the Persians, inhabited the nearby northern region of moun-
tains and were distinguished with their permanent dwellings, silver 
mines, viticulture, and the veneration of Dionysus. In contrast, the 
Scythians were nomads that occupied the remote northern plains: 
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REVIEWS Larissa BONFANTE (ed.). The Barbarians  
of Ancient Europe: Realities and Interactions. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011.  
Pp. xxiii, 395, ill. 110, pl. 23, maps 15,  
ISBN 978-0-521-19404-4, $90.00.

The present volume is the outcome of a conference held at the University 
of Richmond, Virginia, in 2003, and organized by Larissa Bonfante. 
For a number of reasons, its publishing was delayed, and so the list of 
contributors has changed from those who attended the event. 

The “barbarians” of the title can evoke controversial thoughts in 
the reader’s mind, since the term has been seriously reconsidered and 
largely avoided in recent scholarship. However, the authors and the 
editor of the book justify the term’s use as an attempt to provide up-to-
date information on non-classical (itself a disputed term!) societies of 
ancient Europe. As Larissa Bonfante points out in her opening chap-
ter (p. 1-36), this volume shifts focus from Greek and Roman ideas 
about the “Other” to the others themselves. Neither the core-periphery 
model, nor the classical – non-classical dichotomy can appropriately 
describe these ancient peoples. 

Thus, contributions in this volume turn to Realities and Interactions. 
Besides offering the latest achievements in the study of these peoples, 
most of the papers address issues of interaction, not between Greeks/
Romans and barbarians, but between the barbarians themselves. 

In a way the present collection resembles the series of Companions 
and Handbooks published in recent years, offering basic up-to-date 
knowledge about Celts, Scythians, Etruscans, Thracians, and Germans. 
Like these contributions, it presents some key issues in the current de-
bate on these peoples. The book under consideration here, however, 
does not claim to be exhaustive, neither of the peoples, nor of the prob-
lems involved in their study. Most of the authors discuss the problems 
of identity only to conclude how difficult (or even impossible!) it is to 
define identities in regard to those ancient peoples who did not leave 
historical records of their own. The elusiveness of identities is well 
demonstrated by the ethnic names we know and our scarce knowl-
edge about the languages these people spoke. Several papers consider, 
among other things, the Barbarians of Europe as Indo-Europeans, but 
find that a single theoretical model cannot be universally applied, a 
conclusion anticipated in Bonfante’s introduction (p. 12-13).

Despite refraining from studying the Greek ideas about certain 
barbarians, authors often cannot but confront the relationship between 
the archaeological evidence and the ancient written accounts. As one 
of the “barbarian” characteristics is their geographical remoteness, a 
paper on the Greek geography of western barbarians by P. T. Keyser is a 
natural opening of the volume (p. 37-70). Earlier Greek notions about 
the West used symmetries and schematized “geographies,” very simi-
lar to the earlier descriptions of Scythia and northern barbarians. The 
same bi-polar model of a wild and savage barbarian on the one hand 
and a noble and righteous one on the other was applied to the West 
as well as the North. The author follows the gradual expansion of the 
Greek western geographical horizon and concludes that they per
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For over 40 years, the Variorum Collected Studies Series has been at 
the forefront in publishing selections of papers from leading histori-
ans, and one can only rejoice at the appearance of the collected studies 
of Jonathan Shepard. As a major contemporary scholar of Byzantium 
and Southeastern Europe, over the last three and a half decades he 
has produced dozens of articles devoted to the region, encompassing 
the territory of the Rus’, most of the Balkans and other parts of the 
Byzantine Empire, and his work made a significant contribution to 
the understanding of the history of the region, especially in Western 
scholarship. The questions that Shepard has addressed in his long and 
distinguished career are varied in their topics and impressive in their 
breadth, as amply witnessed by this volume. 

The 12 (not counting the introduction) essays presented in the 
book may be grouped under three major rubrics: 4 touch upon the his-
tory of Bulgaria, 2 on Hungary, 2 on the Byzantine imperial court, and 
the remaining 4 are devoted to topics such as a comparison between 
the conversion of the Rus’ and Poland, or an enquiry into Byzantine 
missionary practice. As the title makes clear, the theme that unites the 
papers is the examination of the elite, and most of the articles in the 
volume read as a surprisingly integrated whole, mostly being strongly 
linked to the Byzantine Empire. The essays in this context date from 
1979 to 2007, and their historical time frame extends from the 9th to 
the 12th centuries. The papers vary significantly as concerns their ap-
proach, though it may be said that overall most focus on relatively large 
issues. What is entirely new in this volume is a 25-page bibliography, 
and the introduction (xix-xxv), which is greatly appreciated as it sets 
the framework for the whole book. Indeed, as the author discusses in 
the introduction, the book is somewhat lopsided, the articles shedding 
light on only certain elements of the history of the elite in the states in 
question, and the collection by no means aims at a full account of the 
events of the time. 

It should be noted that, during much of the period covered by 
these papers, between the late 9th to the late 11th century, Europe was 
in transition. A new wave of nomadic migrations was under way, a 
certain second Völkerwanderung; though of course, far smaller in scale 
than its predecessor, it considerably changed the political and ethnical 
map of Eastern Europe. Again, and not wholly unconnected with the 
first point, the period marked the foundation of several new kingdoms 
in the region, all of which adopted either the Latin or the Orthodox 
rites of Christianity until the 11th century. 

Given the importance of Christianization, and the fact that in the 
overwhelming majority of the cases it aimed at the elite, it is quite un-
derstandable that the very first essay, ‘Spreading the word: Byzantine 
Missions’, illuminates this defining feature of the formation of new 
states, and new elites. Despite a page count of only 17, the paper is 


